
Solid Waste Solutions in Rural Alaska 
 

Council of Athabascan Governments 
Garry Webber, 800-478-2667, gwebber@catg.org 
CATG is working with the villages in the Yukon Flats region to assess solid waste issues. Garry Webber, 
CATG Solid Waste Coordinator, has developed a solid waste tracking system and is working with villages to 
develop a regional backhaul program. Checklists have been developed for backhauling specific materials such 
as batteries, refrigerators, and electronics. CATG has also provided solid waste training in the region by 
collaborating with Total Reclaim, Inc., Alaska Forum, Inc, SWANA, Alaska Chapter, ITEP, and YRITWC.  
 

Native Village of Venetie Tribal Government Backhaul Project 
Contact: Lance Whitwell, NVVTG/ANA Tribal Energy Programs, 907-849-8165 
The Native Village of Venetie Tribal Government has been orchestrating a major backhaul of items 
from Venetie.  Summary by Lance Whitwell: I was approached by Garry Webber of CATG on plans to 
begin backhauling white goods, hazardous material, etc. out of our villages. Of course this sounded 
good to me, as the environmental programs coordinator for the tribe. In early June, I attended a freon 
removal tech training in Ft Yukon. As a part of the class we did some hands on training, and I 
discovered that the procedure is not as difficult as I had imagined it to be. Later on in June, Garry 
Webber, CATG, came to Venetie for a SWM workshop and to assist with the removal, and packaging 
of 2 PCB positive electrical transformers that were discovered in town. We discussed pushing the 
envelope on our newly formed partnerships with our resource agencies.  As we have been TALKING 
for years about backhauling stuff from this area.  But we have to fly everything into our villages, 
because there are no roads into our remote communities.  The Air Cargo carrier had made a partnership 
with the YRITWC to receive backhaul items and transport back to Fairbanks. Since we were tired of 
talking about it, we decided to test the system: 



  
So I began a freezer pick up service in Venetie and ended up 
with 12 on the first day and 3 on the next day. I called Garry 
in Ft. Yukon and told him to send up the freon removal 
equipment on the next mail plane. Kind of in a rush, because 
we had no idea when the cargo plane would come in and we 
had to be ready. Rather than sending the equipment, Garry 
came up too.  It worked out really good, because I took all of 
the freezers to the airport garage, and Garry had brought a 
banding tool.  So we feverishly started removing freon, then 
place freezers onto pallets, and band them all together.  We 
repacked and banded the battery tote and prepared the PCB 
transformers in overpack drums We were set to go and the 
system worked without any snags. 
  
The EVERTS AIR CARGO plane came in, the VENETIE VILLAGE HOUSING ORGANIZATION 
used their loader and operator to load our items on the plane and took it all to Fairbanks, the YUKON 
RIVER INTERTRIBAL WATERSHED COUNCIL picked the stuff up in Fairbanks and took it all to 
Nenana and loaded it all on YUTANA BARGE LINES’ slow boat to Seattle where it will all be 
recycled. 
 
Native Village of Venetie Tribal Government Remediation Project 
Contact: Lance Whitwell, NVVTG/ANA Tribal Energy Programs, 907-849-8165 
In an effort to encourage other community members to clean-up 
small scale fuel spills associated with leaking fuel tanks, the 
Native Village of Venetie Tribal Government has embarked on a 
project to clean up our own site.  During the winter we had several 
incidences of fuel leaks from our monitor heater fuel tank.  This 
spring we could really see and smell the fuel around our tank.  As 
the environmental leaders of our land we thought it would be good 
to demonstrate our dedication to the environment, by providing 
comprehensive clean up instructions and an estimated cost for 
clean-up of small scale spill sites. 

We used recycled sewage pipes, and old tarps as liners, the only 
other cost was 16 hours of labor, and hauling gravel.  I have 
compiled a step-by-step instruction of what we did, so others who 
wish to do this can have a clear program to follow.  While this is not a professional soil remediation, it follows 
the basic principals of a major remediation project that was done in Venetie in the past. Total cost for this 
project was only about $200, less than the cost of 1 drum of fuel. Feel free to email Lance at 
lancewhitwell_nvvtg@hotmail.com for a supply list and step-by-step instructions. 

 
Agdaagux Tribe of King Cove Environmental Department 
Contact: Desirae Roehl, 907-497-2648, des_atcenvironmental@yahoo.com 
The Agdaagux Tribe Environmental Department has been extremely successful over the last three years in 
developing their program to make a difference in protecting the health of the environment and the residents of 
King Cove. Desirae Roehl, Charly Bendixen, Sunshine Gould, and Joyce Gould have worked together to 
advance environmental public education, promote sound scientific practices in managing natural resources in 
King Cove, and collaborate with the many entities needed to successfully implement environmental projects in 
rural Alaska. 
 
The Agdaagux Tribe Environmental Department has fostered 
coordination and cooperation among professional, scientific, educational, 
and non-profit organizations having leadership responsibilities for 
Alaska’s environment and natural resources by facilitating the 
development of a comprehensive community environmental plan. This 



plan was developed over many meetings in collaboration with city council, community members, school 
representatives, and local businesses. Ms. Roehl and her staff’s recycling efforts to collect aluminum, paper, 
plastic, and cardboard, lead-acid batteries, and household batteries required cooperation with school, businesses, 
and community members. Their mission to eliminate plastic shopping bags in the community of King Cove 
included meetings between the Agdaagux Tribe, City of King Cove, Youth Litter Patrol, and the community. 
The Agdaagux Tribe Environmental Department has consistently ensured that all parties are included when an 
environmental issue needs addressing. 
 
Projects include: used oil storage program complete with tanks, a safe oil filter burner and educational 
materials, ink jet and toner cartridge recycling, household battery collection (over 8 gallons in the first 5 
months), creation of watershed maps to help identify water resources with potential threats, collecting water 
quality data in water sites with potential threats, providing baseline data and identifying current problems, 
creation of a comprehensive community environmental plan, creation of a recycling plan and a recycling center 
to be opened when connexes arrive (anticipated 
December 2005), ordered household and business 
collection receptacles for recyclables which will 
be distributed free-of-charge, working to reduce 
the use of plastic shopping bags which results in 
litter and health hazards to wildlife, ordered bear-
proof/wind-proof dumpsters which will arrive in 
December 2005, hosted a solid waste training for 
all Aleutian Pribilof Tribes to attend and work 
collaboratively on larger issues. 
 
Kivalina IRA Council 
Contact: Millie Hawley, 907-645-2256, millie.hawley@kivaliniq.org 
Despite a number of overwhelming environmental challenges and 
little infrastructure, the Kivalina Environmental Department has 
managed to operate a recycling program with one of the highest 
participation rates by residents in the State. When not carrying out 
subsistence activities, they collect from 7 to 11 full bags of 
recycled materials per week – and have shipped out an average of 
100lbs per month for the first half of 2006. This same staff is 
successfully collecting lead-acid batteries as they go door to door 
for the cans, and the Environmental Assistant collects household 
batteries. Through the Alaska Materials Exchange, they found 
someone in Anchorage to ship their Styrofoam peanuts and they also collect plastic bags. They use their can 
refund monies to pay for posting out their Styrofoam, etc.  In short, they have a high participation, sustainable, 
and diverse recycling program.  They continue look for ways to expand the opportunities, increase participation, 
and persevere when their program runs into obstacles. Our motto is “Never Say Die.” 
 
Nelson Island Consortium 
Johnathon Lewis, Chefornak, 907-867-8306 
This group has made ground breaking work in community 
cooperation. These seven communities (one being a 
summer subsistence camp) formed from a meeting held 
almost three years ago that was attended by 50 people 
from all the villages, including a number of elders. Their 
cooperation is traditional-based, as they have shared the 
same subsistence areas for thousands of years. They saw 
these areas being impacted by pollution and felt together, 
working traditionally and led by their Elders insights, they 
could reclaim their lands and clean up their communities. 
They have brought three separate trainings into their 
villages (HAZWOPER, Freon Certification, and Solid 



Waste Management Planning), rather than pay separately to go out to Anchorage. The money saved has been 
devoted to ordering bilingual signs for their subsistence areas asking visitors to bring their trash home, to 
additional community members traveling to the meetings, to cleanup projects, to monitoring fish nets, to bring 
Elders to conferences, to recycling efforts, and to teleconferencing. Besides the use of traditional respect in 
keeping costs low, one of the unique features of the Consortium is that they meet every week by teleconference.  
The meetings are attended not just by environmental or Nelson Island staff, but also by Tribal Council and 
Elders.  
 
The Nelson Island Consortium is a sustainable entity that has built enough history and redundancy in the 
organization such that if one or more villages is dealing with a crisis, or staff turnover occurs or subsistence 
trips are needed, there are always staff from other villages that will step in to help out. For example, in calling a 
contact, in hosting a training, in turning in a grant, in researching needed information. Each village has 
HAZWOPER trained staff and they are ready to assist each other in emergencies. They have developed a 
planning style with an entrenched foundation in tradition. When two of the villages could not fill a part-time 
position, rather than keep the money for their own village, they both donated the money to a Consortium-wide 
subsistence area litter monitoring project. They cooperate in submitting grants, deciding which are important, 
and each submitting a support letter for the village that is submitting it.  In this way, they were able to be funded 
for three different solid waste related projects. Over the past two years, each village has begun recycling 
programs and cleanup projects: one is taking part in a demonstration of tundra bag technology, one is taking 
part in a demonstration for compost toilets, one is demonstrating how a hazardous waste program can be carried 
out in the YK Delta. Two villages were able to make significant improvements in the honeybucket disposal 
situation.  The Consortium also received a Brownfield grant they will start next year, which again will be shared 
equally to fund part-time positions in community education on reducing contaminants, and will fund an in-
village GIS training taught in Yup’ik. When one of the staff learns about how to carry out a solid waste 
component, such as packing and backhauling batteries, they share the information and steps with the other 
villages. They have shared duties of resolution-making for banning Styrofoam and plastic bags as well as 
researching contaminant effects on human health, and how to educate their communities in Yup’ik with the 
information that they gather in English. Their rotating community meetings are open to all residents and they 
provide an opportunity for the host community to learn from and meet experts on solid waste and related 
environmental matters, to voice specific individual concerns, to listen to Elders from other villages, and to 
understand the Consortium process and participate actively in its projects. There are no other community 
entities in the state which represent their full communities and who meet on such a regular basis. Most inter-
tribal/inter-community organizations are seated in hub villages, and in this past year, the Consortium has 
demonstrated that an organization alternative for small off-road villages that fits traditional, non-hierarchical 
community partnering patterns can be as effective as the common urban-centralized inter-village entity model. 
This demonstration can have a profound effect on increasing community partnerships and sub-regional 
solutions because it empowers and builds capacity in the village. 
 

Chefornak Compost Toilet Project 
The Chefornak community contact for this project is: Billy Chagluak 
907-867-8306 billychagluak@yahoo.com  
The Zender Environmental contact for this project is: Simone Sebalo 
907-277-2111 ssebalo@zender-engr.net  
Chefornak’s honeybucket lagoon is 6 years past its designed closure date, 
and elders and the community are very concerned about the frequent 
flooding to the nearby creek.  Therefore, Chefornak decided to test compost 
toilets as a honeybucket alternative.  This is a demonstration project that 
started earlier this year working with Zender Environmental and will 
continue until Spring 2007.  One toilet is being tested in the community store 
and four toilets are being tested in households.  The project funds a local 
operator in Chefornak to monitor the toilets and teach the households how to 
operate and maintain them.  The toilets are straightforward to use – they 
require adding a cup or so of peatmoss each day, pulling an aerator bar a 
couple times a week, and adding a natural microbe accelerator every 2 weeks 



to help speed up the composting process.  Fans and a small heater help to evaporate any liquids out through a 
vent pipe.  Every couple months, compost is produced and can be emptied out from the bottom of the toilet.  
The compost can then be used for gardening projects (flowers, plants, etc.) or as cover for garbage at the dump.   
 
Zender Environmental is the technical consultant for the compost toilet project and communicates daily with the 
local operator to help monitor the project, troubleshoot any problems, and get feedback from the operator and 
households. Initial funding for the project is through a Central Council of Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes EPA 
Special IGAP Grant, and Zender has been providing a large amount of additional volunteer time in project 
planning, analysis, installation, and in securing funding for additional toilets to continue and broaden the scope 
of the project, so that more residents are able to switch to them.  From this effort, Envirolet and SunMar are 
now providing a free toilet each. 
 
Newtok 
Contact: Margaret Nickerson, 907-237-2314, dinning69@yahoo.com 
Newtok is, according to Bethel Recycling, the first (and possibly still the 
only) village to ship out electronic wastes. Despite every sort of 
environmental and logistical challenge, including the lack of heavy 
equipment and a dumpsite that is only accessible by boat twice per day due 
to tides. They have an active hazardous waste program. They have their 
staff HAZWOPER certified and a Freon Removal certified person and the 
equipment. They have an antifreeze recycler machine which is getting set 
up. Much of this was helped by them receiving a hazardous waste grant 
from EPA. But they took the initiative to draft up this very competitive 
national grant, with every chance at not getting it, and they got it. Newtok 
separates out their lead-acid batteries, fluorescent lights, and electronic wastes now. Because they burn, 
they are also starting to separate out plastic bottles from their waste stream for backhauling eventually 
to Bethel. Additionally, they are beginning a collection program for newspaper and aluminum cans and 
household batteries. They developed a hazardous waste and construction waste ordinance and contract 
for outside projects. Access to Newtok’s old HB lagoon was cut off and no place for the community to 
dump but in the river in town. With just $30,000 from BIA, they invented the individual HB vacuum to 
reduce exposure to germs from leaking and overflowing HB’s hauled through town, and also creating a 
separate HB bunker apart from town. 
 
Newtok was the initiator of the Nelson Island Consortium and is heavily involved in educating its community 
about contaminants that can come from wastes, and in working with the school to ban the use of Styrofoam. Its 
staff, consisting of IGAP and Nelson Island representatives, is very helpful to other villages and constantly 
seeking out ways to improve their environment with very limited resources. 
 
Selawik IRA Council 
Raven Sheldon, raven.sheldon@akuligaq.org, 
Lorraine Ticket, lorraine.ticket@akuligaq.org, 
907-484-2005 
A 24-acre open tundra dump serves as the Selawik’s 
solid waste disposal site. All wastes generated in the 
town, including hazardous wastes, construction 
wastes, and honeybucket wastes from non-hooked 
homes, end up at this dump, or a much smaller river 
bank dump, a mile out of town. The main dump edge 
is encroaching on town, and dump fires occur several 
times each summer, causing toxic smoke to permeate 
the Village. Access is poor and treacherous so that 
residents often store their garbage in town, or worse, 
use home burn barrels to avoid visiting the dump.   



The Selawik Environmental Program has been leading an effort for 5 years now to close the dump and to 
construct a new landfill located further from town. Successes include: 1) a State approved landfill permit and 
SWM plan, 2) Grants that purchased a waste collection system, a dozer, an equipment shed, gravel for a 
turnaround at the existing dump, and a hazardous waste plan and equipment 3) Funding to train residents, 
prepare for the construction projects, and identify potential community impacts 4) DOT funding to build a 
landfill road, 5) Selection as a National Federal Environmental Justice Project, and 6) Galvanizing the 
community through carrying out petitions, surveys, school education, Community Organization meetings, and 
7) Organizing a Community Environmental Committee and an Environmental Youth Group. Through 
conferences and workshops, Selawik has been active in sharing their experiences with other Native Villages 
throughout the state.   

Selawik’s current efforts include the following: They recently fenced their landfill with 900 feet of fencing 
funded through their open dump grant. Their landfill road will be constructed next year with DOT funding. 
They currently store e-wastes and batteries for shipping out of the village for recycling. They installed a used oil 
burner in their equipment shed and collect oil from the public. Selawik has worked cooperatively and 
successfully with the Tribal and City Government. Selawik completed a community comprehensive plan by 
meeting with the IRA, City, and planning committee and used information gathered in several public meetings. 
They trained 28 people in HAZWOPER in their Village.  They hired 18 HAZWOPER certified people to 
cleanup their dump 

Selawik used part of its YR 2001 and 2003 open dump grant monies to build an equipment garage for their new 
(used) dozer.  The shop was finished in September 2003.  It houses their new dozer and new Bobcat, and 
provides a place to maintain them during the winter. The garage will also be used as a central location for 
recycling wastes. Kids from the Alternative School will run the Recycling Program. It will provide a place for 
them to “hang out”, fix elders’ snowmachines and keep out of trouble.  There is no other place in town for kids 
to do this.  The community will benefit as a result and be supportive of the Solid Waste Program. 

Total Reclaim, Inc. 
Larry Zirkle, Total Reclaim, Inc. 907-561-0544, larryz@totalreclaim.com 
Staging, Recycling, and Backhaul. Larry Zirkle has been working with 
YRITWC, ITEP, Seven Generations, and Zender Environmental in rural 
Alaska, educating and developing tools for villages to stage and ship recyclable 
materials and assists in determining priorities for backhaul efforts. He is 
currently developing a “Rural Recycling Kit” that includes signage for drop 
offs, staging requirements, how to and where to ship, and safety supplies for 
minor spills with MSDS sheets. Additionally, Larry provides freon removal 
training and volunteers his time to “clean up” when visiting a village. Larry’s 
goal is to educate the communities by spending time in rural Alaska talking with youth, elders, and councils. 
Larry also promotes “One Voice” throughout Alaska by emphasizing the importance of collaboration toward 
environmental solutions.  
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